
Once you have chosen 

the style and colour  of the

windows and doors 

for your home, you then come 

to the key part of the investment 

in your property; 

the hardware used

W i n d o w  a n d  D o o r

HARDWARE



Fab & Fix Window Handles
Our offset handle is designed to give greater clearance, allows easy access to 

the handle for simple operation and also ensures your fingers will not get caught 
when you close the window in the night-vent position. The simple button to 

release and auto-latching mechanism on this handle means your windows are 
locked as soon as the handle is moved to the closed position and cannot  forcibly  

be moved whilst in the  night-vent position. This simple feature ensures your 
security and for your peace of mind key locking will dead-lock the handle for any 

extended periods of time when your home may be vacant.

MACO Shoot-Bolt
The market leading MACO Shoot-bolt is the latest generation of 

locks with a range of 4- 6 locking points and the facility of a night-vent 
position. Ensuring your home is secure against forced entry and whilst 

also offering the comfort of ventilation when required.

 

Securistyle Friction Stay
This market leading range of hinges will cover every option  

and requirement you may need in the operation of the window.  
From simple opening and closing ,to providing a restricted, fire escape  

or easy cleaning function you can rest assured your children are safe  
from falling whilst also providing an emergency exit or just making  

windows that are hard to access, simple to clean.

With the correct furniture, locks and hinges fi�ed you 
can rest assured that all components of your windows 

and doors will last the test of time, whilst also securing 
your home against forced entry.

To prove this; we include all hardware in the 
comprehensive 10 year guarantee we give on our 
products. This is our commitment to you on their 

quality and security. This is in contrast to the majority of 
other companies who will only offer you the hardware 

manufacturer’s 12 month warranty.

The reason we can do this is down to us using  
only the highest quality hardware available  

on the market today.
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Satin Bronze

Shootbolt Mechanisim

Friction Stay 



All furniture is also suited to ensure your home will be colour co-ordinated with a wide range of colour options.

Hardware Colour Options

White

Bright Bronze

Black

Bright Chrome

Satin Bronze

Antique Black

Satin Chrome

Hardex Gold

Casement Window Handles

Satin Bronze Bright Chrome White Black Gold Satin Silver Bright Bronze

Shootbolt Mechanisim

Friction Stay 

White

Bright Bronze

Black

Bright Chrome

Satin Bronze

Antique Black

Satin Chrome

Gold

Shootbolt Keeps



* MACO Hinge Protectors
This simple device provides additional security on the weakest part of the 

window, by simply locking behind each other when the window  is in the 
closed position. In the event of an a� empted forced entry they interlock and 

resist the hinges being forced apart and allowing intrusion.

Your windows will then be covered by the Maco’s unique 
MACO SECURE PLUS** warranty which off ers this guarantee but  

goes much further than this.

You also get the added benefi t of a 24hour 365 days a year call out service 
in the event of a product failure with a 2-4 hour response time 

in the event of an emergency. This will cover your windows & doors 
for the full 10 years of your guarantee and if you should move 

the MACO SECURE PLUS** warranty can be transferred to the new 
owners of your property.

MACO Multi-Trend concealed Tilt before Turn
By using the concealed hardware we ensure there are no surface mounted 

hinges to foul on your blinds or curtains which give you neater sightlines. 
Also if the window is situated in a deep reveal it will still open to 90° without 

catching or being restricted by the plaster line.

This simple and easy to operate hardware also incorporates a sash li� er 
and miss-handling device to ensure the smooth action and longevity of your 

window. With the addition of the iS security hardware it will also fall under 
the MACO SECURE PLUS** umbrella.

#up-to £1,000 home insurance excess. Installers must be registered MACO 
SECURE PLUS** members

MACO are so confi dent of this additional feature securing your windows 
against forced entry they are willing to pay £1000* in the event of a break-in 

due to the failure of their products.

Fab & Fix Tilt &Turn Handle
This robust handle is designed specifi cally for use with the Tilt & Turn windows. 

Its style and colour co-ordinated into the rest of our furniture range and its 
simplicity off ers an auto-latching function with a key to deadlock.

We can also off er the Fab & Fix Tilt before Turn handle which is designed for  
specifi cally upstairs windows with child safety in mind. The handle auto-latches 

with a key to deadlock but in the unlocked mode the handle will only open to the tilt 
function of the window for ventilation. The key then needs to be used again to allow 

the full opening of the window.

**Maco Secure Membership Required
*Optional Extra

# £1000 insurance excessW
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* Hinge Protector 

Satin Bronze



* Hinge Protector 

* Hinge Protectors

Tilt n Turn Handles

Window Tilt Window TurnTilt n Turn Window

Satin Bronze Bright Chrome White Black Gold Satin Silver Bright Bronze



Fab & Fix Door Hardware
The entrance to your home is where fi rst opinions are formed and this 

complete range of suited hardware compliments the rest of our range, 
ensuring the continuation of quality and elegance throughout. 

This range of hardware is not only designed to enhance your home but 
also built to last as long as your doors. All the door handles have built 

in return springs to ensure they stay straight and do not droop. 
The le� erboxes have been designed with internal gaskets to keep 

the weather outside your home.

MACO Protect Door Locks
The Protect door lock has been designed to fulfi l two purposes, to 
keep intruders out and also a lifetime of use. With this in mind the 

lock incorporates steel hooks and linear bolts at the top and bo� om 
of the door with a so�  closing latch and a centre deadbolt which is 

secured by the key. This ensures the door is secure and additionally 
incorporated into this are two locking cams to compress the seal and 

keep the door weather tight and dra�  free.

You also have the options of a secondary dead lock independently 
operated by a separate key at shoulder height to stop young children 

opening the door and also the Entry Guard system which operates as a 
security chain to stop the door been forced open when answering but 

is also disengaged automatically by use of the key from the outside.

All of these locks comply with the MACO SECURE PLUS** 
Guarantee and mean your doors are covered by this 

extended warranty for 10years.

Euro cylinder
Forming the key part of your door security is the Euro cylinder and is 

normally overlooked by most home owners but it is a fundamental part 
of your door security. If this fails your home is vulnerable to intrusion.

The security cylinder* which features a sacrifi cial front section 
combined with a cylinder-guard has been designed to combat all 

known types of a� ack.

Anti-Drill, Anti-Pick, Anti-Screw, Anti-Bump & Anti-Snap, these fi ve 
levels of protection means your door is resistant to forced entry 

and qualifi es for cover by the Maco Secure Plus** scheme. These are 
available in brass or nickel fi nish, keyed alike on French Doors and also 

a thumb turn option.

SFS Door Hinge
The door hinge is an integral part of your door; supporting it through its 

lifetime of opening and closing and allow its continued smooth operation 
whilst always being on show.

The SFS door hinge is Secure by Design from its manufacturer and is also 
neat and unobtrusive and moulds into the lines of the door. This hinge is 

standard on MACO SECURE PLUS** doors.

We also off er optional Flag Hinges.

**Maco Secure Membership Required
*Optional Extra

# £1000 insurance excessD
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Compression Cam



Door Furniture in Gold

Compression Cam Hook & Anti Li�  Pin

D2d Ajustable Hinge SFS Hinge2D Bu�  Hinge Flag Hinge

Centre Locking

*Security Cylinder in Nickle

Brass Thumb Turn Cylinder



Thresholds
The options for the threshold section of a door outer frame 
include substituting the standard outer frame for a slim 
outer frame pvcu section, or alternatively selecting one 
of the low aluminium choices.

All standard aluminium thresholds have the option to fi t 
a  wheelchair ramp extension to the threshold to comply 
with part M regulations. 

All aluminium thresholds come in either silver or gold 
anodised fi nish and are face drained to ensure maximum 
effi  ciency. Gasket carriers are fi tt ed to the underneath of 
the sash providing a watertight seal on the GW threshold.

All details are correct at the time of going to print; Glazerite Windows Ltd 
reserve the right to amend without prior notice.

Do not copy or use without permission of glazerite windows

Glazerite Windows Ltd 2013 

Re-Order GWH1

GW open in Stormguard 
open out

Stormguard 
open in

BS7412
KM517504

ISO9001:2008 
FM518992

BS7950
KM517505

PAS23-1 PAS24-1
KM561444




